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Key Extragalactic Science 
Drivers for Previous/Planned 

UV/OIR Space Missions
HST: H0…(+IGM, deep fields) 

Spitzer: Dusty Universe 

JWST: First light 

WFIRST: w… 

HDST/LUVIOR??



From pre-meeting inputs

Epoch of Reionization:  

physics of first light objects beyond JWST 

IR sensitivity  

Baryon cycle:  

circum- and inter-galactic medium from cosmic noon 

UV capability; MOS/IFU 

Galaxy formation in HD:  

dark matter; galactic star formation and feedback 

spatial resolution  



HDST/LUVOIR Capability: 
Resolution



HDST/LUVOIR Capability: 
Sensitivity



HDST/LUVOIR Capability: 
Survey Information Content

discovery space



XF’s prediction of the 
highest redshift frontier 

from a talk in 2007



The highest redshift frontier

Prediction @2035: 

galaxy: z~18 

quasar/AGN: z~10

z=7.5 
Banados+submitted

??



Reionization

reionization history probably well-
established in the next ten years? 

first light astrophysics?? many open 
questions even with JWST

 after Planck+16



JWST vs HDST @ 
first light

Galaxies: 

JWST establishes redshifts of reionization sources 

HDST studies astrophysics of earliest star formation  

AGN 

JWST limited to z<=10, luminous sources 

HDST can detect and take spectra of 10^4 M_sun Eddington-
accretion BHs: first supermassive BH seed? 

IGM  

JWST limited to study H and the strongest systems in the IGM 

HDST can study first metals in the IGM



First light sources 
@sub-galactic scales 

 
BH: direct collapse 
black holes? 

Star: first pair 
instability 
supernovae? 

Galaxy: first star 
clusters? 

Whalen+12



Baryon Cycle in the universe: 
most baryons are in CGM and IGM,  

hard to observe



gas fueling and quenching

Tomlinson and Schiminovich white paper



From M. Postman’s talk



case for absorption line spectroscopy

from O’Meara STDT report





Galaxy Formation in HD



Resolved and semi-
resolved stellar populations



From M. Postman’s talk



From O’Meara STDT report



Comments
killer app vs. bread and butter 

no single scheme; wide range of science  

need to identify key science goals (JWST etc. discoveries?) 

discovery machine vs. followup observations 

well positioned to followup WFIRST/EUCLID/LSST/JWST surveys 

discovery space: surveys at the faintest flux levels 

single technical driver vs. diverse needs 

UVOIR working together; high multiplex spectroscopy is key  

>8-10 meter seems to be the essential for most extragalactic 
science cases


